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Cassette
A lamp for direct light featuring a large, uniform 
and glareproof luminous surface.  Though the 
product responds to typical design requirements 
and can be inserted in a wide range of architec-
tural contexts, the design – clearly reflecting the 
style of Daniel Rybakken – gives it a decorative 
appearance. 
The luminous motor is the result of an optical 
“packet” driven by the use of edge-lit LED tech-
nology. The body is composed of an extruded 
aluminium frame and a sheet (passe-partout) 
equipped with a central circular cut that emits 
light into the surrounding space.

A03W44    
 1A030AW44002
A03W66    
 1A030AW66002
A03H66    
 1A030AH66002
A03W99    
 1A030AW99002

POWER SUPPLIES
A03/1    
 1A030/010000
A03/2    
 1A030/020000
A03/3    
 1A030/030000

CEILING RECESSED ACCESSORIES
A03/7    
 1A030/070000
A03/8    
 1A030/080000
A03/9    
 1A030/090000

WE INFORM YOU THAT THE DISTRIBUTION 
PRODUCTION HAS BEEN RESTORED

mat white

mat white

mat white

mat white



Farel
Introduction of a new sound-absorbing body in 
ocher external finish and internal black. The new 
dome has a very low environmental impact. The 
fabric covering the outside of the shade is made 
with 100% recycled yarns. Luceplan takes part in 
the SEAQUAL initiative, a project on a vast scale 
to free seas and coasts of plastic refuse, which are 
transformed into completely traceable recycled 
raw material. The felt that covers the inside of the 
shade composed of 60% recycled material. New 

COMPLETE VERSION

D96K    
 1D960K0000G3

SOUND-ABSORBING BODY

D96C    
 1D960C0000G3
   1D960C0000E2

E27 OPTICS

D96/1EB    
 1D960/1EB001
 1D960/1EB020
 1D960/1EB030
D96/1EN    
 1D960/1EN001
 1D960/1EN020
 1D960/1EN030

FINISHING RING

D96A    
 1D960A000001
 1D960A000030
 1D960A000020

ocher
black

AVAILABLE

ocher
black
aquamarine*
raw white

*discontinued



Luthien
A wall lamp with extraordinary decorative 
impact. The structure is the result of the 
staggered overlaying of two concentric
surfaces in technopolymer. The lamp emits 
indirect light thanks to theinteraction of the 
planes that produce a reflection of the beams, 
in a cloud of light with a gentle spirit. A compact 
but very functional lamp of sophisticated
beauty that is never excessive, Luthien
combines aesthetic and emotional
value in a precious object with the classic 
practicality of a wall lamp.

D85A    
 1D850A000002
 1D850A000004
 1D850A000024
 1D850A000028
D85AC    
 1D850A0C0002
 1D850A0C0004
 1D850A0C0024
 1D850A0C0028
D85AD    
 1D850AD00002
 1D850AD00004
 1D850AD00024
 1D850AD00028
D85ADC    
 1D850ADC0002
 1D850ADC0004
 1D850ADC0024
 1D850ADC0028

AVAILABLE

mat white

pearl

pink powder

sand

mat white

pearl

pink powder

sand

mat white

pearl

pink powder

sand

mat white

pearl

pink powder

sand



Levante
Levante is a strong-impact chandelier. 
It consists of an intersection of three large
fans, in an unusual material for the design 
sector – it comes instead from the food 
industry, looking like rice paper and able 
to evenly diffuse its light around the whole
area. The fans are very fine and magnetically
attached to the central section which holds 
the bulb, hidden away like a real
and beating heart.

STRUCTURE Ø 15.6

A06/1T    
 1A060/01T002
A06/1D    
 1A060/01D002

SMALL DIFFUSERS

D06C1    
 1A060C100002

STRUCTURE Ø 24.5

A06/2T    
 1A060/02T002
A06/2D    
 1A060/02D002

BIG DIFFUSERS

D06C2    
 1A060C200002

IN STOCK FROM THE END OF SEPTEMBER

IN STOCK FROM THE END OF OCTOBER

mat white

mat white

white

mat white

mat white

white



Counterbalance
An object that seems to defy the laws of physics 
which on the occasion of its tenth anniversary 
completes the range with a new red finish. 

D73N    
 1D73N0000007

IN STOCK FROM MID-OCTOBER

red



Koinè
The family of suspension lamps Koinè
is available in various sizes and colors and
stands out for its elegance and formal purity. 
The heart of the project resides in the ligh
source: a lens mineral made ad hoc that allows
to obtain a light beam inverted cone shape 
that creates a circle of light with outlines
net and homogeneous. The luminous effect
overall, which animates the Koiné project,
allows you to avoid all forms of glare and
ensure visual comfort.

2700K BODIES
A07S37W Ø 37    
 1A070S37W010
 1A070S37W007
 1A070S37W001
 1A070S37W002
07S55W Ø 55    
 1A070S55W010
 1A070S55W007
 1A070S55W001
 1A070S55W002
A07S11W Ø 110    
 1A070S11W001

3000K BODIES
A07S37 Ø 37   
 1A070S370010
 1A070S370007
 1A070S370001
 1A070S370002
A07S55 Ø 55   
 1A070S550010
 1A070S550007
 1A070S550001
 1A070S550002
A07S11 Ø 110    
 1A070S110001

CEILING ROSE

A07/1T    
 1A070/01T001
A07/1D    
 1A070/01D001
A07/2T    
 1A070/02T001
A07/2D    
 1A070/02D001

AVAILABLE

mat blue

mat red

mat black

mat white

mat blue

mat red

mat black

mat white

mat black

mat black

mat blue

mat red

mat black

mat white

mat blue

mat red

mat black

mat white

mat black

mat black

mat black

mat black



Koinè
The acoustic version of the lamp completes the 
range. The metal reflector is considerably reduced 
and houses a sound-absorbing felt hat. It is an 
eco-sustainable material made from 60% 
recycled material.

2700K SOUND ABSORBING BODIES
A07F86W Ø 86    
 1A070F86W004
 1A070F86W005
A07F11W Ø 110    
 1A070F11W004
 1A070F11W005

3000K SOUND ABSORBING BODIES
A07F86  Ø 86    
 1A070F860004
 1A070F860005
A07F11  Ø 110    
 1A070F110004
 1A070F110005

CEILING ROSE

A07/2D    
 1A070/02D001
A07/2T    
 1A070/02T001

2700K BODIES 
A07S11W Ø 110    
 1A070S11W010
 1A070S11W007
 1A070S11W002

3000K BODIES
A07S11  Ø 110    
 1A070S110010
 1A070S110007
 1A070S110002

CEILING ROSE
A07/2D    
 1A070/02D001
A07/2T    
 1A070/02T001

mat blue

mat red

mat white

mat blue

mat red

mat white

black

IN STOCK FROM MID-OCTOBER

medium grey

anthracite

medium grey

anthracite

medium grey

anthracite

medium grey

anthracite

black

IN STOCK FROM THE END OF OCTOBER

black

black



Across
Across is a linear suspension lamp consisting 
of three interconnected axes, of different sizes, 
which can be used to create a variety of compo-
sitions in terms of aesthetics and complexity. The 
structure is formed of a horizontal fixed extruding 
body that holds a LED source for direct light, and 
two mobile elements attached by hinges that act 
as tier rods, allowing the lamp to be fixed to walls 
or ceiling, as you prefer.

2700K VERSION
A08SW1    
 1A080SW10001
 1A080SW10002
A08SW2    
 1A080SW20002
 1A080SW20001

3000K VERSION
A08S01    
 1A080S010002
 1A080S010001
A08S02    
 1A080S020002
 1A080S020001

CEILING ROSE
A08/1D    
 1A080/01D002
 1A080/01D001

A08/1T    
 1A080/01T002
 1A080/01T001

IN STOCK FROM NOVEMBER

black

white

black

white

black

white

black

white

black

white

black

white


